Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The need to understand and control intracranial pressure (ICP) is required for treatments in clinical neurosurgery, neurology and emergency medicine. The ICP value can only be measured by direct intracranial catheter placement, for example, through ventricular drainage or an ICP sensor^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^. Transcranial Doppler ultrasonography^[@CR4]^, tympanic membrane displacement^[@CR5],[@CR6]^, and optic nerve sheath diameter^[@CR7]^ have been investigated for non-invasive ICP monitoring, A preliminary report of the HS-1000 (HeadSense Medical Ltd.), in which the HS-1000 evaluated an acoustic signal from the ipsilateral ear including a short beep from the contralateral ear, has possibility of non-invasive ICP monitoring^[@CR8]^. On the other hand, Raboel *et al*. stated that they were inaccurate and could not be used as an alternative to invasive techniques^[@CR9]--[@CR11]^. Recent well-designed research also presented that the ICP could not be predicted by tympanic membrane pressure^[@CR6]^.

Our motivation for this research is to predict the ICP value by analysing the extra-auditory canal pressure waveform (EACPW). It is considered that the EACPW includes the component of ICP value because of their anatomical connection^[@CR5],[@CR6],[@CR12]--[@CR16]^. We theorised that the ICP value could be predicted with the use of the transfer function method from the cervical cardiac pulse waveform (CCPW) to EACPW^[@CR12]^. To predict the ICP value from EACPW, for which there is no information of the direct current components included, we focused on the natural resonance frequency (NRF) of the brain. The particular structure has its own NRF, which depends on its consistency. The brain is in an individual NRF and the NRF correlates with the ICP; resonance phenomenon of the brain can be observed with the bump of the arterial pulse in every cardiac pulse. Ommaya *et al*. observed low-range natural frequencies (5--10 Hz) in the rotational brain motion of primates and humans in 1960 era^[@CR17]^. System transfer function analysis of intracranial cavity has been studied in animal model since 1980 era^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^. By extent information about NRF of the brain, idea of non-invasive ICP prediction which was based on human brain tissue resonance frequency correlation with ICP value has been proposed by Michaeli D. *et al*.^[@CR22]^. In recent papers^[@CR23],[@CR24]^, although it is considered that the NRF of the brain is determined by the brain weight and CSF volume compliance, the theory was based on the MRI findings. The pulse waveform of intracranial pressure (PWICP) and CCPW have not been analyzed in individual clinical patients.

We discovered a simple relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain by the transfer function method using the CCPW and PWICP from our clinical data. By utilising this algorithm, the individual ICP value can be predicted by a patient's NRF. Our results and the mechanism of the relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain are discussed in this report.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Patient criteria {#Sec3}
----------------

The ICP value, PWICP and CCPW were simultaneously collected from patients who had undergone ventricular drainage or ICP sensor placement for medical treatment at Shinshu University Hospital from November 2014 to March 2017. All experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. The measurement of this information was approved by the Ethics Committee of Shinshu University School of Medicine "Development of non-invasive intracranial pressure monitoring" approved number 2343. Informed consent was obtained from all the patients or their families. Some participants under the age of 18 years, informed consent has been obtained from a parent.

A total of 27 patients, 17 men and 10 women, were included in the present research. The age of the patients ranged from 14--83 (mean 54) years, body height of 137--187 (mean 163) cm and body weight 32--103 (mean 61) kg. Of the 27 patients six had a presentation of trauma, four had glioma, five had an extra-axial tumour, four had intracerebral haemorrhage, three had infarction, four had hydrocephalus and one had a cerebrospinal fluid leakage. The ICP was measured by an ICP sensor in four patients and ventricular drainage in 23 patients (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1ICP: intracranial pressure, MCA: middle cerebral artery, ASDH: acute subdural hematoma, ICH: intracerebral hematoma.MaterialsPatientAge (year)SexBody height (m)Body weight (kg)DiagnosisICP measurementData number142w1.6541gliomadrainage1251w1.5858gliomadrainage2_12_2352m1.5862MCA occlusiondrainage3_13_2449w1.5259meningiomadrainage4_14_2567m1.6560hydrocephalusdrainage5629m1.757hydrocephalusdrainage6_16_26_3723m1.6563ASDHICP sensor epidura7_17_27_37_4847m1.7566ICHICP sensor brain8_18_28_3955m1.7103brain contusiondrainage91053m1.6977vestibular schwannomadrainage101142m1.8774hydrocephalusdrainage111262w1.5649ICHdrainage121314m1.7155gliomadrainage131475w1.5550ASDHICP sensor epidura141562w1.3732hydrocephalusdrainage151654m1.7271brain contusionICP sensor epidura16_116_216_316_41777w1.4261ASDHdrainage17_117_21820w1.6367vestibular schwannomadrainage181964w1.5440meningitisdrainage192069m1.8182MCA occlusiondrainage20_120_220_32177m1.660MCA occlusiondrainage212283w1.439subarachnoid hemorrhagedrainage222368m1.7159meningiomadrainage232467m1.6453ICHdrainage242517m1.7361gliomadrainage252674m1.6877brain contusiondrainage262774m1.6763CSF leakagedrainage27

Recording the data {#Sec4}
------------------

The ICP value and PWICP were measured by either ventricular drainage or an ICP sensor. The ventricular drainage, in which 0 cmH~2~O height was adjusted at the level of the extra-auditory canal, was connected to the pressure sensor (SCK-7604 transducer blood sampling set: Argon Medical Devices: Frisco TX, USA). The ICP sensor (Integra Camino^®^ Intracranial Pressure Monitor: Integra LifeSciences Corporation: Plainsboro NJ, USA) was placed at the subdural space or intra-parenchymal portion. CCPW is pulse tonometry. Original sensor was made by approximately 2\*10^−6^ m^3^ volume of polyethylene airtight cylinder. The cylinder, which base was flat and round 8 mm in diameter, was placed on the neck at the position of the cervical carotid artery and fitted by a soft band. A pressure change in the cylinder was measured by high sensitive microphone (EM215 Electric Condenser Microphone: Primo Corporation: Tokyo, Japan).

All the information was collected and stored simultaneously in 200 Hz by original device made by Ichikawa Electric Corp. Ltd. Tokyo, Japan (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1A conceptual schema of data sampling. Cervical carotid pulse waveform and pressure waveform of intracranial pressure were collected and stored simultaneously in 200 Hz by original device.

In some patients measurements were undertaken on different days as different data.

Analysing the data {#Sec5}
------------------

The data was analysed in an off-line state. All noise as a result of patient motion, artifact, or inappropriate sensor setting were rejected before analysis. (1) After rejection of the noise, the consecutive data was cut into 10.24 seconds, which was called a "column". Each column covered a 5.12-second width. (2) The largest positive peak of cardiac pulsation of CCPW was picked-up from each column, as well as one synchronized PWICP. (3) The picked-up CCPW and PWICP were averaged using the weighted average method. (4) The transfer characteristics from CCPW to PWICP were calculated using the transfer function method, after pressure transmission to the CCPW by the substitution of systolic/diastolic blood pressure value from the upper arm (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). (5) The NRF of the brain was calculated value as initial pole of the transfer characteristics. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} graph represented the relationship between transfer function magnitude and frequency. The NRF of the brain (yellow arrow) located near the first negative peak in the graph. (6) The ICP value was averaged in the whole of the selected columns, and the relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain was compared.Figure 2How to calculate the transfer characteristics between cervical carotid pressure waveform and pulse waveform of intracranial pressure. Center graph: The raw data of cervical carotid pulse waveform (CCPW) and the pulse waveform of intracranial pressure (PWICP). After rejection of the noise (red line square), the data was cut in consecutive 10.24 seconds which was called a "column" (black dot square). Upper graph: magnified one column. The largest one (green square) from the positive peak of cardiac pulsation of CCPW (green arrowhead) was selected in each column, as well as an synchronized PWICP. Lower two waveforms: The selected CCPW and PWICP were averaged by the weighted average method. Left panel: averaged CCPW after pressure transmission to the CCPW by the substitution of systolic/diastolic blood pressure value from the upper arm, Right panel: averaged PWICP. And the transfer characteristics from CCPW to PWICP was calculated.Figure 3The graph for the relationship between transfer function magnitude and frequency. The yellow arrow indicates the NRF of the brain.

Calculation of transfer characteristics between CCPW and PWICP {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The relationship was verified by Matlab version 2018b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Transfer function models described the relationship between the inputs and outputs of a system using a ratio of polynomials. The model order was equal to the order of the denominator polynomial. The roots of the denominator polynomial were referred to as the model poles. The roots of the numerator polynomial were referred to as the model zeros. The parameters of a transfer function model were its poles, zeros and transport delays.

Where, *PWICP*(*s*), *CCPW*(*s*) and *noise* (*error: E*(*s*)) represented the Laplace transforms of the output, input and noise, respectively. In continuous-time, a transfer function model had the form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerator: *num*(*s*) and denominator: *den*(*s*) polynomials that defined the relationship between the input and the output. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ represented the delay. The choice of a model order was also affected by the amount of delay. The first step, a good idea of the input delay simplified the key task of matching up the rise points between the averaged CCPW and PWICP (See Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

If we took the Z-transform, where, *PWICP*(*z*^*−1*^), *CCPW*(*z*^*−1*^) and *E*(*z*^*−1*^) represented the Z-transforms of the output, input and noise, respectively. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${z}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ was the Z-transform of the lag operator. The transfer function had the form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$den\,({z}^{-1})=1+{a}_{1}{z}^{-1}+{a}_{2}{z}^{-2}+{a}_{3}{z}^{-3}+\cdots +{a}_{n}{z}^{-n}.$$\end{document}$$where, np was number of poles and nz was number of zeros in the estimated transfer function. Manually matching complicated features in the Bode plot (magnitude and phase data) of the frequency response of the high-order brain system was difficult to match with conventional first and second order numerators and denominators. The next task was to identify the orders. This method often required manual tuning of weighting parameters. Therefore, we checked the first resonance frequency, the Q (quality factor) and the fit for all 243 combinations of the np changed from three to eight, the nz changed from one to seven and the fine adjustment delays changed from zero to eight.

The fit showed that normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) expressed as a percentage, defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$PWIC{P}_{measured}$$\end{document}$ was the measured PWICP data, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{PWIC{P}_{measured}}$$\end{document}$ was its mean, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$PWIC{P}_{model}$$\end{document}$ was the simulated response of the model, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$||\cdots ||$$\end{document}$ indicated the 2-norm of a vector. *FitPercent* varies between --Inf (bad fit) to 100 (perfect fit). If the value is equal to zero, then the model is no better at fitting the measured data than a straight line equal to the mean of the data.

From the calculated results, three functions of model order could be determined by analysing the improvement in the first resonance frequency (nearest neighbour search of the theoretical NRF), the Q (0.5 \< Q \< 10)^[@CR25]^ and the fit (fit \> 60%).

Statistical analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

We tried to model the obtained data using a second-degree polynomial function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The unknown coefficient, *c*~0~, *c*~1~ and *c*~2~ were computed by minimizing the sum of the squares of the deviations of the data from the model (least squares fit). For the first step we used "polyfit" to find the polynomial coefficients. Matlab calculated the polynomial coefficients in descending powers. In the second step we used "polyval" to evaluate at the measured NRF. On the third step we identified the statistical determination between the variables *ICP* and *NRF* to justify modelling the data. A data model explicitly described a relationship between predictor and response variables. Linear regression fitted a data model that was linear in the model coefficients. The most common type of linear regression was a least squares fit, which would fit both polynomials. One method to find the better fit was to calculate the coefficient of determination, *R*^2^. *R*^2^ was one measure of how well a model would predict the data and fell between zero and one. The higher the value of *R*^2^, the better the model was at predicting data.
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                \begin{document}$${R}^{2}=1-\frac{{\sum }_{i=1}^{n}{(IC{P}_{i}-{\widehat{ICP}}_{i})}^{2}}{{\sum }_{i=1}^{n}{(IC{P}_{i}-\overline{ICP})}^{2}}.$$\end{document}$$

Ethics {#Sec8}
------

The simultaneous measurement of intracranial pressure and cervical carotid artery pressure waveform was approved by Ethical Committee of Shinshu University School of Medicine. "Development of non-invasive intracranial pressure monitoring" approved number 2343. <https://www.shinshu-u.ac.jp/faculty/medicine/common/docs/i-rinri/r-shounin25.pdf> (in Japanese).

Results {#Sec9}
=======

The data were measured at one time in 18 patients, two times in eight patients, three times in three patients and four times in two patients. A total of 43 data were available from 27 patients and the total measured time was 29,653 seconds (measured time in each data: min. 256, max. 2,562, mean: 690 sec.). The total valid data time (measured time - reject time) was 19,256 seconds (valid time in each data: min. 102, max. 872, mean: 470 sec.). The total number of columns was 3,800 (number of columns in each data: min. 20, max. 170, mean: 93). The measured mean ICP value in each data was from 3.82 to 69.39 (mean: 25.9) hPa (Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 2ICP: intracranial pressure.Data numberMeasured dataMeasured timeReject timeValid data timeNumber of columnsICP valueICP value STDBlood pressure (sistoric/diastoric)(s)(s)(s)(Column=10.24 s)(hPa)(hPa)(hPa)1272472254431.084.22160/932_131919300609.661.57170/932_27011995029819.403.51146/933_1163115291022035.5612.01239/813_2295852104116.508.63186/1064_16972594388513.601.08181/1004_27363354017813.722.62173/9358673984699119.271.12190/1016_12562190565712836.694.50173/886_2118334983416340.178.52180/1006_36531315221049.311.89170/937_1413203937644.230.63198/1007_236803687145.170.40184/1067_3444204248230.980.18166/937_46616859311544.083.80180/1138_1359383216236.491.36201/788_2333103236337.411.63216/818_36435758611462.544.80216/10693000300586.240.30190/82104381392995813.420.92186/126116711685039813.283.49173/9312129280348913410.573.64160/80138564324248221.572.52146/67149497787217069.391.22186/931595734860911915.892.01146/8016_1122271051210044.710.94173/9316_25492052910333.210.80186/10016_34723361362646.310.55173/8816_4256102464813.380.19160/10017_1733073314321.661.02193/8217_241804188116.370.14180/106183291741554211.255.08146/931992328264112515.252.19146/5920_17112364759228.860.66146/6720_2377203576932.510.98160/9320_3460274338422.260.57166/93216891067913210.762.98166/105225703602104115.191.33186/106235452053406613.281.73160/932483418065412730.462.64213/12825402123907638.131.38160/802687517270313722.822.16186/10627688207481943.821.27173/93Table 3NRF: natural resonance frequency.Data numberCaliculated resultsNumber of polesNumber of zerosDelayQ%fitCalcurated NRF(np)(zp)(%)(Hz)16480.9792.9530.202_18642.9190.3415.852_26136.3383.3823.553_16561.6764.6331.533_27104.9461.1520.294_16145.4464.6419.474_28370.7573.9919.7458113.0367.6323.026_18726.5085.9233.156_27254.2882.4433.556_35133.7583.9516.567_17325.2462.3736.487_26241.9264.7536.447_37542.7161.3529.877_47275.1764.5135.108_16365.0862.5632.258_27300.6175.5931.408_35153.3263.842.5195372.3661.5713.80104332.0061.7718.27117621.5188.7819.22127333.0862.4615.42137562.0568.1724.75147623.7187.4745.38157114.0776.5420.9716_16263.2081.5435.6116_26383.6782.1130.8816_37484.3783.1136.5616_46531.6284.4719.7917_15301.5163.8323.0817_27482.896222.11187322.0376.6917.27195460.8488.3120.1720_18373.7484.9428.9420_26231.4691.6330.3520_37283.2389.0924.80217301.3877.3717.90226563.0971.6620.80236521.6579.9719.00245115.8767.4529.59256211.0163.0833.09263222.5776.326.47278101.2576.610.71

The ICP value and the NRF of the brain from 41 data were plotted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4The graph for the relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain. Blue points indicate data number (n = 40). Error bars indicate SD. These parameters are strongly correlated with each other (R2 = 0.9998). The blue polynomial: approximation graph from blue points. The red polynomial: theoretical calculation graph from discussion.

Every data was presented on the quadratic functions graph (ICP = 0.0329(NRF)^2^ + 0.0842NRF). These parameters strongly correlated with each other (R^2^ = 0.9952 coefficient of determination).

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

Many individual parameters may contribute to the NRF of the brain, such as intracranial volume, arterial wall stiffness, age, disease, blood pressure, blood concentration, cardiac output, general peripheral vessel resistance and body position. Furthermore, fluctuation of CCPW, ICP value and PWICP in every cardiac pulse makes it difficult to analyse. The respiratory rhythm is one of the most significant factors to modulate the ICP value, in which the modulation ratio of PWICP power spectral is over 55%^[@CR26]^. The intrathoracic pressure decreases in exhalation and increases in inspiration. The jugular venous pressure is dependent on the intrathoracic pressure and the intracranial pressure is depending on the jugular venous pressure. We utilised the weight averaging method for respiratory synchronization in which the largest amplitude of CCPW in the 10.12 second column was picked-up. By the averaged CCPW and PWICP without respiratory modulation, the calculated NRF of the brain and measured ICP value were presented on the quadratic functions graph. This means that individual parameters without respiratory modulation are not related to the NRF determination.

Theoretical analysis for NRF of the brain {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------

This relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain can be explained by the simple brain acoustic dynamics model (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} left). The brain (weight: *m* kg) is located in the closed space and the CSF interferes with the movement of the brain by the effect of a shock absorber (cerebrospinal volumetric compliance: *C* F) and viscosity (resistance: *R* Ω). The arterial pulse (force: *F* N) moves the brain. The moving speed of the brain is velocity: *V* m/s. Each factor can be described as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${f}=Rv+m\frac{dv}{dt}+\frac{1}{C}\int vdt$$\end{document}$$Figure 5Theoretical analysis of the resonance phenomenon in the skull. Left: the schema of the simple brain acoustic dynamics model. The brain (weight: m kg) is located in the closed space. The CSF interferes with the movement of the brain by the effect of a shock absorber (cerebrospinal volumetric compliance: C F) and viscosity (resistance: R Ω). The arterial pulse (force: f N) moves the brain. The moving speed of the brain is velocity: v m/s. Right: mechanodynamically electrically equivalent circuit (weight: m kg) (condenser: C F) (resistance: R Ω) (force: f N).

These components can be changed in the electric circuit (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} right).

If the arterial pulse can be substituted by a sigmoid curve, the NRF of the brain: *f*~0~ (Hz) can be described as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By this theory, the NRF of the brain is only dependent on brain weight and cerebrospinal volumetric compliance. The average brain weight is 1.4 kg^[@CR27]^. Cerebrospinal volumetric compliance is inversely proportional to the ICP value^[@CR25],[@CR28],[@CR29]^. When the ICP is 13.33 hPa, the compliance was 0.0000473^[@CR30]^; the coefficient: *C* of the cerebrospinal compliance can be calculated by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C=\frac{0.0000473}{(\frac{ICP}{13.33})}$$\end{document}$$and the theoretical calculated relationship between ICP and the NRF is described as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (red dots). Although the graph was introduced by substituting the previous proposed data into the simple brain mechanical model, our clinical data was strongly correlated (R^2^ = 0.9999 coefficient of determination and the standard error between the polynomial curves is 0.55 hPa). The strong correlation between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain from individual data means that the ICP value can be predicted from the NRF of the brain.

Limitation {#Sec12}
----------

To understand the details of the relationship between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain, further data collection is necessary. Especially data for high ICP values, which is lacking in our research. Because increased ICP value remarkably decreases inflow of the blood to the intracranial space, the drastic change around the "non-filling" situation occurs. The adaptable range of cerebral autoregulation is different in each patient. Our result cannot adjust in very high range of ICP patient. We have no data on the small brain weights of paediatric and senile patients. External decompression surgery might affect our results. Radiological evaluation is also necessary.

Future perspective {#Sec13}
------------------

The correlation between the ICP value and the NRF of the brain may be utilised in the prediction of the ICP value. If the NRF of the brain can be recorded from somewhere, we can predict the ICP value. Theoretically the NRF can be transmitted and measured from various places, such as the movement of the tympanum, external ear pressure waveform and the thickness of the retinal membrane. Of course, these data must include not only the NRF of the brain, but also other resonance and oscillation frequency from other organs. If we can extract this specific frequency from extracranial organs, non-invasive intracranial pressure prediction will be possible.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

The individual NRF, which was calculated by the transfer function method using their CCPV and PWICP, only depends on the measured ICP value from ventricular drainage or an ICP sensor, based on the simple quadratic functions as presented. This means that individual parameters, without respiratory modulation, are not related to the NRF determination. This relationship could be explained by a simple brain mechanical model. The ICP value might be predicted by some non-invasive methods using this principle because the NRF consists of relative value.
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